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Peace Party Opens
Recruiting Drive

AFT, ACSCP Support
Collective Bargaining
on

"LOOK HOMEWARD ANGEL"
-LOOK HOMEWARD ANGEL"Robyn Wayne, left and Susan
Mason are two of the cast members of the Drama Department’s
first production for the fall season, which opened last Friday.
Tickets are still available for the remaining four performances
which will be presented Wednesday through Saturday nights at
8:15 in the College Theater.

ity 4.A11., KNIGHT
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Collective bargaining arguments
will climax tomorrow when the
Board of Trustees of the California State Colleges present their
recommendation on the issue at
the State College at Pomona.
The decision of the Board of
Trustees on whether to grant a
collective bargaining election will
be the result of a long, heated

Council Recommendation

Policy May Alter Dean Selection
It .1011N WALLAK
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Deans of the college’s six schools
may Is in danger of losing their
jobs as a result of a new policy
recommended by the Academic
Council Monday.
Under the Policy, college faculty
would he able to select and review their respective cleans for the
first time in SJS history. The decision to implement the change
lies with Pres. Robert D. Clark.

Up to now, the deans have been
selected by the college president.
The faculty never has been able
to recommnd retention or dismissal of deans to the president,
Under the new plan, each
school must select a committee to
review the performance of its dean
at least every six years. Committee members will be selectd
through a popular vote by the
faculty of the school.
The president will base his decision to retain or dismiss the dean

Balloting for Queen Opens
Today; FiveCandidatesVie
Selection of a Homecoming
Queen from a field of five candidates begins today and continues
through tomorrow.
Students may vote from 8:30
a.m. to 7:30 p.m. at booths located
in front of the cafeteria, in front
of Spartan Bookstore and at the
comer of Seventh and San Carlos
Streets.
The five finalists are Dorothy
Blake, sophomore Spanish major
sponsored by Sigma Pi fraternity;
Joan Carlson, junior interior decoration major sponsored by Gamma
Phi Beta sorority; Valerie Dickerson, senior journalism major sponsored by Omega Psi Phi fraternity; Jane Lundgren, junior sociology major sponsored by Delta
Gamma sorority; and Sharry Sordello, sophomore psychology major
sponsored by Circle K Club.
Coronation of the queen and
presentation of her court will be

held at the Coronation Ball, 9 p.m.
to 1 a.m. at San Jose Civic Auditorium. Suzy Seidel, last year’s
Homecoming Queen will introduce
the queen.
SJS students may attend the
semi -formal dance free. One student body card per couple must
be presented at the door for admission.
Walt Tolleson’s 15-piece band
will play at the ball which is sponsored by the College Union Prograins Board.
Following her coronation the new
queen will appear Tuesday on
’wry and Channel 36 and will
reign over Homecoming ceremonies Nov. 4.
Homecoming buttons are on sale
for 25 cents on Seventh Street, in
front of Spartan Bookstore and at
living centers. Winning numbers
will be drawn at the Homecoming
game and prizes will be awarded,

on the majority opinion of the
committee.
All academic deans, with the exception of Deans David G. Barry
and William Sweeney, are to be
reviewed in this manner by the
end of the cturent academic year.
Dean Barry, of the school of
Natural Sciences and Mathematics,
is exempt because he was recently
appointed to his post on the recommendation of a faculty committee in his school. Dean Sweeney,
of the School of Education, is exempt because of his announced retirement.
The Council also passed a new
policy that revises the current
faculty promotion policies and procedures.
It eliminates the all -college faculty promotion committee, creates
Individual school promotion committees, and places the final decision on who will be promoted
with the Administration Committee of Academic Deans and the
academic vice president.
The importance of seniority in
making promotions proved to be
the most controversial issue at
stake, In effect the policy was not
changed, although the wording
was switched from "no other
basis, including time in rank and
length of service, shall be admissible" to "years of service should
not become a significant basis for
promotion."
Pres. Clark, the Academic Senate of the state colleges, the
Board of Trustees, and Chancellor
Glenn S. Dumke all advocate such
a fiscal revision, but the current
views on education in Sacramento
give the reality of such a step a
very dismal future.

sttugglt bv,Mvert laculty organizations and the Board of Trustees.
"This is the most crucial meeting to faculty interests," said Dr.
John Sperling, associate professor
of humanities and American Federation of Teachers (AFT) College Council President.
RECOMMENDATIONS
A joint -committee Of the Board
of Trustees (the committee on
Faculty and Staff Affairs and the
Education Policy committee) will
make recommendations to the full
Board of Trustees who then will
vote on the policy they will accept.
"The board is actually considering two faculty requests," according to Dr. Bud Hutchinson, executive secretary of the AFT College
Council.
"First they will decide whether
to grant the San Francisco State
College branch of the Association
of State College Professors
lACSCP) the right to bargain
with the trustees," he said.
"The second request is one from
the AFT asking for a statewide
election to determine faculty sentiments on collective bargaining,"
he continued.
ARGUMENTS
Sperling and Hutchinson are
prepared to present arguments for
collective bargaining to the trustetes’ committee tomorrow morning before the decision is declared.
Dr. William Tidwell, Academic
Consultant for the California State
Employees Association (CSEA),
explained -that tie is prepared-to
refute statements he expects the
AFT to make at the meeting.
"I’ve researched past statements
of policy by the AFT in order to
give evidence of the fallacy of
their position in order to show
that collective bargaining is incompatible with the education
process," he said.
AFT RALLY
An AFT sponsored rally is set
for noon tomorrow. The rally is
being called in response to "an
expected negative reaction," according to Hutchinson.
"The rally will also formally announce the kick-off of the collective bargaining drive to gain the
faculty rights," he said.
Speaking in support of collective bargaining, will be Trustee
Edward Lee, Arthur Bierman, San
Francisco State College professor,
Sperling and Hutchinson.
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HORNSBY WASSON
. .. speaks tonight

MT Chief
Speaks Today
A corporate executive who, in
a sense, never left the campus
behind when he completed his formal education, will meet with students and faculty on Wednesday
and Thursday.
E. Hornsby Wasson, president of
Pacific Telephone and Telegraph
Company IPT&T), views the academic community as an incubator
for new ideas . . , youthful ideas
that business cannot wisely ignore.
Wasson, a 1926 graduate of the
University of Chattanooga, will address the public on "The Drive for
Management Excellence," Wednesday night at 8 in Morris Dailey
Auditorium as part of the Distinguished Businessman Seminar
Series.
Students and faculty may engage in open discussion with Wasson at 2:30 Thursday afternoon in
the Home Economics Quad.
Wasson is a director and member of the Executive Committee of
the Bank of America and a director of the Prudential Insurance
Company of America. He is Vice
PresidentWestern Division of the
United States Chamber of Commerce and a Director of the Greater San Francisco Chamber of
Commerce.
A native of Montague, Tennessee, Wasson began his Bell System
career as a salesman with the
Southern Bell Telephone and Telegraph Company in 1926. He held
sales and commercial department
assignments of increasing responsibility until 1950.

Planning Problems Grow Faster Than Stadium
EDITOR’S NOTEThe following is the second of two
articles discussing the current status of plans to expand
Spartan Stadium to a 41,000 seat facility. The first article explained the background of expansion plans. Today’s
story tells of recent problems with the expansion plans.
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By DON COX
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
SJS and the surrounding community may get the
long awaited expansion of Spartan Stadium in time
for the 1969 football season, but at least three major
problems stand in the way.
The headaches currently troubling stadium planners are financing, parking and who will control the
facility if and when it is built.
The question of financing is the biggest and most
immediate problem facing San Jose City Council,
which will put up the $1.8 million needed to expand
the present 18,000 seat stadium to the hoped for
41,000 seat, double-decked structure.
Under present plans the city and state will set
up a non-profit corporation to pay for the new construction. The corporation will sell bonds to finance
the expansion.
City Mgr. A. P. Hamann says that stadium revenues will total enough to pay off the bonds, and
the council has guaranteed that the city will pay
for amortization of the bonds if gate receipts and
other revenues from stadium users fall below expectations.
SHAFFER DISSENTS
But councilwoman Virginia Shaffer does not share
Hamann’s optimistic view of the money situation.
Mrs. Shaffer was the sole no vote on stadium expansion plans when the issue came before the council
last May.
Money is the big reason for her no vote and continued opposition to the expansion.
"I don’t know where they (the council) thinks we

are going to get $1.8 million to build a football stadium," she says.
Some of her fears may be well founded. The city
ran into financial trouble trying to take the first
step on the road to stadium expansion.
The council authorized Hamann, just last week,
to hire an architect to draw up preliminary construction plans.
Architectural fees were estimated at $125,000, The
city hoped to get the money through a federal grant.
But two weeks ago the Department of Housing and
Urban Development in Washington D.C. ruled that
the stadium project doesn’t qualify for any type of
federal money.
Hamann said he will get the money from a sales
tax improvement fund capital project that is not
far enough along to require any construction money
before the year’s end.
FUNDED BY CITY
The city will have to come up with all the money
on its own. The state had already made it clear that
It is unable to provide any funds. Albert J. Ruffo,
chairman of the board of trustees of the State College system, last May, said, "The state can’t participate in the funding because our funds are so
tight."
This finance problem reaches into another area of
possible difficulty -parking facilities. Hamann has
said, "The whole agreement apparently hinges on
the availability of nearby parking. Parking will provide the meat of our revenue."
Stanley Twardus, executive assistant to Hamann.
says that 4,800 parking spaces already exist on SJS
lands adjacent to the stadium. Added to this, he
continues, are another 2,000 city parking spaces at
nearby Kelley Park and Municipal Stadium.
Twardus adds patrons could park at the County

Fairgrounds on Tully Road, with shuttle buses taking
them to the stadium.
Many people in the community, however, including Mrs. Shaffer, are worried about a possible "parking problem," and mass traffic jams in the stadium
area.
Spartan Stadium is located near a heavy residential
area. The surrounding streets don’t exactly lend
themselves to stadium traffic.
PARKING PROBLEMS
"There may be enough parking places, but look at
their location. There are no main roads near the
stadium. They want to use shuttle buses frotn the
fairgrounds too, Can you picture what that will
cause," Mrs. Shaffee warns.
The question of who will control the new stadium
isn’t worrying many people at present, but it could
be an important factor in 1969.
Right now Spartan Stadium belongs to SJS outright. But after the city shells out $1.8 million for
expansion, in effect "buying into" the facility, the
field will come under the joint ownership of college
and city.
The city will want something for its money, Dr.
Robert Bronzan, SJS athletic director, says, "We are
going to make sure that we c SJS) have top priority
to the facilities. This will be written into the contract."spttrtan

Stadium is our birthright and the city
must realize that we won’t give it up for nothing. Dr. Bronzan continues.
Hamann says the city plans on allowing the San
Jose Apaches of the Continental pro football League
use the bigger stadium, plus "various other community groups.
But he added SJS would retain first choice in
scheduling games.

A campus chapter of a newly- I tional meeting Friday at 12:30 in
organized national political Cafeteria B.
"Our problem is appealing to
"peace" party will open a voter
registration booth today on Sev- conscience," Herbst said. "We just
enth St. in an attempt to recruit don’t want people to sit back and
enough registered voters to get the say, ’The government is wrong, but
party on the state primary ballot. I’m just not going to vote.’"
The Peace and Freedom Club,
POLITICAL LEVERAGE
an affiliate of the national Peace
The Peace and Freedom Party
and Freedom Party, will provide doesn’t hope to win a national
the registrars to man the booth election, said Herbst. Instead it
which will open at 10:30 this morr seeks political leverage.
ing, according to Jim Herbst, SJS
"When third parties have gotten
student and spokesman for the as strong as we think we will
group.
then those in power have passed
Herbst emphasized the fact that some of the third party programs,"
his party needs 67,000 voters by he noted.
Dec. 31 in order to be placed on
The national party has not sethe ballot. The number is one per lected candidates yet, According to
participated
cent of the voters who
a statement made by delegates to
in the state’s last general election. an organizing convention of the
HERBST URGES
party, held in San Luis Obispo
Herbst said he urges Democrats last month, leaders of the party
and Republicans to register in the want to guage suppoit before sepeace party at least until after lecting the candidates.
Jan. 20. They may then switch
The statement also points out
their registration back if they that no definite platform has been
wish to vote in the primary of formulated because by California
their respective party.
state law the platform of a party
The campus club formed last must be determined by a convenweek and, according to Herbst, al- tion. Organizers of the peace party
ready has 34 members or asso- plan to set up a pre-primary conciates. It will hold an organiza- vention to decide on a platform.

Co-Rec Tonight
"Splendor in the Pumpkin
Patch," a new movie? No, but
something equally excitingtonight’s Co-Roe has taken the Halloween flair.
Pumpkins, accompanying t h e
usual activities of volleyball, badminton, dancing, and swimming,
will be brought onto the scene.
"The Mourning After," a rock
and roll band, will play from
7:30-9:30 p.m. in the Women’s
Gym, PER Building.

POLICY GUIDELINES
The statement does, however,
give policy guidelines. It says, "We
believe that the U.S. has no right
to be in Vietnam and hence should
have no right to negotiate the future of that country. The organizers of the party favor immediate
withdrawal.
"We unequivocably support the
principles of equality and self-determination which ate manifested
in the Black POINCT movement in
the United States and the revolutions for national liberation
throughout the world."

A King’s Congratulations
Many SJS athletes have performed in such a manner that they
have received world-wide acclaim,
but only vaulter Chris Papanicolaou can make the boast of being praised by a king.
King Constantine of Greece
sent Papanicolaou a telegram yesterday congratulating him on his
pole vaulting victory Tuesday.
Oct. 17 at the pre-Olympic meet
in Mexico City.
Papanicolaou, a native of Athens,
Greece and a student at SJS last
semester, won the gold medal with
a leap of 17-4,2. He is in San Jose
:it present and plans to enroll for
he spring semester.
Papanicolaou currently holds the
SJS vault record of 17-1 set last
spring. He also owns the Greek
national record with his latest effort. The world’s record is 17-7
which he barely missed in his last
tly at Mexico City.

CHRIS PAPANICOLAOU
... draws praise

Coker To Review
’20th Century Music’
Dr. Wilson Coker, associate professor of music, will review Eric
s:Ilzman’s accurate and well -focused book, "Twentieth Century
Music" today, in rooms A and B
al the cafeteria at 12:30 p.m.
Salzman, composer and New
York Times critic, gives a detached,
eritical judgment of the new trends
ill music, according to Dr. Coker.
He has also contributed to this
movement with his own music.
Dr. Coker said he chose this
book to review because he considers it "extraordinarily accurate
and appropriately handled."
This book allows non -musicians
to grasp what the composers have
been doing. Salzman introduces the
layman to the trends in music. Dr.
Coker added, the book is also used
Icy MUSiCia MS because of its acrtiraeV
Basically, three or four major
trends of 20th century music are
illustrated, said Dr. Coker. Satz-

man shows the roots of the present day situation with music, what
the most important contributions
have been and where it stands
now.
Dr. Coker is teaching music composition. He was assistant to the
president of Lincoln Center. Also
he was the composer in residence
of Philadelphia for two years, Presently he is composing his second
symphony.

Arms Ban Lifted
WASHINGTON
tAP) -The
United States has decided to go
ahead with shipments of "selected
Items" of military equipment to
Israel and the five Arab states,
the State Department announced
today.
The action lifts a ban on U.S.
arms deliveries to the Middle East
imposed since last June’s six-day
war.
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"Those matters which can affect the benefit and harm of all, ought
to be known and heard by all, who may thus attain the beneficial and
Marsilio of Padua
repel the opposite."
KEN BRYANT

Editor

KEN BECKER

Advertising Mgr.

Staff Editorial

Salute to the U.N.
At a time when a single finger pressing a single button can deal a quick
death to the entire human race, no
greater hope for the preservation of
mankind exists than the ability of
world leailers to carry on meaningful
dialogue.
And perhaps no single facility exists better able to foster such dialogue
than the United Nations, honored by
the I tiited States Tuesday in national
United Nations Day.
There, in the General Assembly,
representatives of the world’s more
than two Whim people project their
nation’s fears. hopes. and dream- onto
a screen of world opinion which more
and 1111 pre is becoming a determining
factor in the shaping of their country’s policies.
Of course, an institution whose basis
is public opinion itself is subject to
the complinients and criticisms of the
public. and the I. .N. is no exception.
For those who would defend it. the
.N. is not without its detractors.
A minority of the U.N.’s critics believe the U.N. in reality is a manifestation of the communists’ conspiracy to take over the world.
as a nienSome persons see the
ace to their national sovereignty. while
still others 141111plain that it is merely
a useless debating society which is COMpletely ineffective in establishing and
nlaintainlinf N%torill peace.
True. the I .N. charter contains some
rather glaring deficiencies. It denies
the right of the U.N. to tell any member how to run its internal affairs,
thus making it impossible for the U.N.
to force any nation to change its laws,
even if they conflict with the U.N.’s
principles.
ii der the rharter. resolutions passed
in the U.N. legally have no binding
power on its members. And the I N.
can not force members to pay dues.
It also can not give any assistatire
to a nation without that nation’s consent nor can the F.N. go beyond its
power to recommend and ask for aid
by demanding troops for police action.
Nowhere have the deficiencies of
the I .N. been brought into sharper
focus than in the recent Middle East
confliet between the \nibs and
But the I. N.’ ineffectiveness in
this particular crisis does not mean
one should summarily dismiss the organization. On the other side, U.N.
peacekeeping troops have been effective in Cyprus. the Congo. and South
Korea.
while preservation of the peace
is one of the most important goals of
the organization also helps
the
to raise the world’s lis ing standards,
to fight illiteracy, and to promote educational. scientific. and cultural cooperation between nations.
Throii71 agencies such EIS the
United Nation’s Internation Childrens’
(IN ICEF) and
Emergency F u n
United Nations Eronotilir and Social
Council (UNES(0). farmers in India
are taught bow to griiw more crops.
children in Europe are given a better
understanding of the isorld’s cultures.
and inhabitants of Latin America are

shipped food and drug packages that
can mean the difference between life
and death.
But even eNcluding these important
contributions, the U.N. still plays significant enough a role to warrant its
existence.
Above all it stands as a partial fulfillment of man’s ageless longing for
peace, a living monument to his progress toward peaceful resolution of the
F.M.
problems which divide men.

"Ah don’t see why we cain’t talk over our differences just like Lynda,
Luci, Lady Bird and I used to..

Thrust and Parry

Writer Suggests Silence in Classrooms
’Students Ought to Give
Public What It Wants’
Editor:
It appears as though there is great dissent
against the war. The question arises: How
far reaching is this dissent? Do the great
majority of Americans desire the termination
of fighting in Viet Nam? Or do there remain
some whose patriotism does not allow them
to see the awful bloodliness and purposelessness of this war?
Are we fighting Communism. or does the
President merely want to rid the country of
its surplus population? What are we going
to win, if we win the war? An angry China,
a discontented Vietnam, and a depleted America?
If there are some among you who believe
in this war, I strongly question your reasoning. Unfui-tiinatel many public officials are
support inn Pr tent Johnson in his War Campaign. No tine listens to those who want
peace any more. If the students of this college
joined together as one, perhaps the public
might realize there is greater discontent regarding the war than they supposed.
The people are saying: speak your mind,
but we will not listen to you. Well then, the
students ought to gist. the public what it
wants. Until the head men of our country
realize that this nation would like peace and
freedom, each student should remain voiceless
as he attends each of his classes. Then the
nation will have to decide whether it wants
silent, indifferent youth or youth who can
speak and be heard.
Shauna Grisk, A10573

‘Confiratulationqin Order
For Band Perim-nu:lire’
Editor:
Congratulations are in order for the fine
performance of SJS’s band at the New Mexico
football game last Saturday evening. Under
the continued guidance of band director Roger
Muzzy. the band will continue to bring top
honors and recognition to itself and SJS.
Jules T. lawenthati,
Il
e Representative

’New Promotion Policy?
Poll the Faculty First!’
Editor:
Remember the furor about faculty promotions last year? Remember how widespread
was the view that our promotion system is
unfair in principle and in practice, destructive of faculty nue ale, and ineffective in
achieving its ostensible objectives? Remember
the explicit anti implicit promises that a fullscale reappraisal would take place, in which
the views of all interested professors and
faculty organizations would receive serious
consideration?

Yesterday the Academic Council adopted a
new promotion system. There’s been some
tinkering, for better and worse, but it’s basically the same as the one arousing such anguish
last year.
Promotion policy had not been mentioned
on the Couneil agenda. No attempt hail been
made to alert the faculty at large, nor I he
faculty organizations, to the imminence of a
decision on this \ it at issue. I informed the
Council that the eommittees responsible for
reappraising the system had refused to examine testimony and evidence offered by faculty members.
The Council had just been given tut altertia-

tive promotion policy, more defensible by far,
in my opinion. I asked that a decision be deferred until this could be evaluated, and offered to debate the relative merits of the two
proposals with any Council member, orally or
in writing. Request ignored!
When the Chancellor or the Trustees act
without providing ample opportunity for those
who will be affected to get a fair hearing,
distress is justifiably expressed by groups
such as the Academic Council. Let the Council use the same principles in examining its
own treatment of its constituency!
I call upon professors, faculty organizations,
and departments to insist that no promotion
system be implemented until an opportunity
has been provided for the faculty to be adequately informed about the alternatives, and
for its views to be polled. There is sufficient
time.
Harry Bender,
Ass’) Prof., Psychology

what the people say, there is going to be
violence. This is what’s happening to our
country today. Just two weeks ago Vice President Humphrey said that we can have our
demonstrations and our vigils ’’but it won’t
change the present administration’s policy."
There is going to be a lot more trouble and
much bigger forms of sabotage and violence
until the present establishment in this country gets it through their thick skulls that
they cannot run our lives as they see fit! If
you are seriously interested in stopping this
violence then do something to remove the
cause of it. This is your country anti your life
what
and it’s being taken away front you
are you
William Hutchinson, Al h50

’If Time May Yet Permit
Thing to Come to Pass..?
Editor:

’If} ouWillStopViolence
Remove the Cause of It’
Editor:
I am rather sick and tired of having charges
and counter charges about the legitimacy or
morality of the Stop the Draft Week demonstrations around the country. The point is
that when a "democratic" government takes
the stand that it won’t change, no matter

THE REPLICA
Perhaps if time may yet permit
this thing to come to pass,
Who knows what patterns might evohe
from what was once this class:
Who knows what matrix might be made
so others can become
The molded twisted images
.
of what were once just some
Derrel Whitemyer,

Guest Room

Dewey P. Jones, ace campus ruin trier,
yy as Wit !king across campus desperately
searching for a story. Things had been
unusually slow lately. No more elections.
There were no more rreriliters im cant pits. Es en the 1 Its and the 1tit, seemed
to have momentarily let loose of each
other’s throats to pause for a breather.
But Dewey’s editor had said to get a story
"or else."
"The hills are alive, with. "
Dewey looked up suddenly.
"the sound of music. I go"
Dewey rubbed his es es in disbelief.
"to the hills when my heart is"
There, on the walkway in front of Tower Ball. was a student walking and singing! Dusvvy yankVil (tilt his special -scoopreporter’s mite pad and started run ii i ll g.
I pant -pant I, "Why ya singbig?"
"----and Ell sing again, once Because
Pin happy." and he smiled.
Dewey stepped back, he yvasn’t used to
having guys smile at him, and maybe this
guy, well, you know.
Whaddya mean, happy? Who’s happy?"
"I am."
"What’s wrong with vu? You simple or
somethin"? What right you got to be
happy?"
"Michelle, my belle. these, I’m singing because I feel good. It’s a beautiful
day. I’m just happy, that’s all."
"Look pal, nobody’s ’just happy.’ What
with all the problems we got today the
only happy people are on loony farms!"
stopped hint. "Problems?" Ile
echoed.
"Yeah. problems. They’re all aroun(I
y011. Aren’t you worried that maybe you
got bad breath and your best friend isn’t
telling you?"
"Not really."
"Then you’re afraid your girl’s gonna
leave you?"
"Well, mi."
"What idiom your mid -terms? You
ready for them?"
"Gosh. yes. I mean I think I am."
"What about the draft. Uncle Sam wants
you for Vietnam."
"Gee. I really hasen’t been thinking
about that lately."
Ocyycy -4101(41 to himself. proud of his
eloquence. "1r oil sec. happiness is just a
crutch. 1 oti’re Using it to shield yourself
from the harsh realitie of life."
There sia: a long silenee. "You know’,"
he said. "I hadn’t really thought of those
things before. I was content to just sit in
with my
the still and Sing and watch
girlitt night. I sit,n’t really concerned
with all those thing, Gitess I %%as pretty
abnormal, huh ? "Just glad I could help you," Dewey
said still’ great satisf action. "It’s good
you’le come to grips with yourself before
it’s too late."
"’p eah. thanks." he said. alld With shoulders slumped started to walk off dragging
his feet. But after a few steps he stopped
and looked back at Dewey.
"Uh, where is Building K?"

This
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People Impersonal, Not Numbers
Hy It
CHURCH
1\ hilt. I ate hunch in the cafeteria the
other ila. I ea,c.ilroppeil on a group of
net) student-i. They were discussing what
the called "the impersonal number syndrome" ill our Societ),.
So, since I hadn’t eltecked my status
Iatel. I opened nit wallet and found fifteen number- that take priority over my
name ;1, nienlificalion to Narions institutionalized systems. To the School Administral , to the Social Security System,
and many others, l’in .15044)-11518 (this is
by far the most used number I possess).
To the . S. Navy. l’in 51144243. To the
San Jose Publie Library. I’m *168 thy far
the shortest number I possess).
The students %%ere rightwe do have a
lot of numbers assigned to us. But. they’re
Hos, log in the wind if they think that
numbers impersonalize you.
Ixt’s take an example: the Registrar’s
Office (the mw student seems to think
of them first in his antiimpersonal tuna her howl I. Si isiletits bemoan the possi
bility- of the Registrar’s Office thinking
of them as nine ilastanil i digits. instead of
thinking if them as Jane or Joe Smelschz tulle
i -dent and slio%es the
A II. j,. ,. Jan,.
i,h,til s
Smelselivz. please iiiivscr two questions
for mi Who handled sour records before
the tie% number stein got you so Upset?’
Who handles your records now?
If von say that the answers to these
questions aciiii cele..mi to the isime, look

;4:alit I unless you’r too egocentric). If you
don’t know who handled your recold
fore or now , maybe yoll’re Olean,
being impersonal! If you say that it’s unimportant to me ivital I’m called by Solite.
mie processing iny recor(k. I hose no argument with you.
You see, people, hot ittembers, are
im personal 1 haw. you ever danced up to
a swinging set of iligit? I If you sil arross
the table in the cafeteria from a sludent
you don’t know-- and you don’t introduce yourself to him or her -don’t say
that tlie cafeteria is an impersonal place
no eat. If regularly. you cash your cheeks
at the same store and you don’t get to
know the clerk’s name (assuming of course
that. Since your last visit, she hasn’t (mit.
because of the impersonal iiii.dotiors I
don’t say that the store is an impersonal
place to shop. If you sit in your General
Psyclodo:.;\ Class and don’t get to know
the student-, its you. kik, dial’. perpetuating the loneliness of a crim
If you let yourself he known only as
a number. it’s your fault, not the system’s
fault. ’There are plenty. of ways and
plenty of people to 11(.11) zoo keep fr
feeling that the world’s impersonal. Mv
to
recommendation to yoll is to
.
that forson yoll %alit to meet or k
"Ili. I’m Joe Smelsehsz. nice goy. How
about a coke and some talk?"’
Or if you want, remain impersonal.
And the next /inn, von .ee my. call me
45,mm-trim.
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Coeds Take a Tumble, Flip for Fun
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Its PATSI 1111.1.Elt
Spartan Daily Feature Editor
There he was on the floor, all
SIX feet of him sprawled out in
all directions. He had just been
attacked by this petite five-footer,
a little too fragile and pretty to
he your average bully. And then
there were the spectators; well
they weren’t exactly spectators.
They were doing the same thing,
attacking each other.
It’s a fun class, this Beginning
Judo, if you ignore the moans,
groans and teverberations of falling bodies that startle passersby.
The class, held by the men’s
physical
education
department,
consists of approximately 35 coeds, all very slim and lovely. Part
of the strategy of judo must be
to deceive your opponent.
The young ladies learn their
techniques very quickly. They have
to, their partners are the SJS Judo
Team--six times national champions.
According to the instructor and
judo team coach, Yosh Uchida,
"The gills learn much faster by
practicing with the team. The boys
can tell them what they are doing
wrong and they know how to fall
properly."
Says the assistant professor of
men’s P. E., the team members
volunteer willingly, although the
fact that their partners are coeds
may be an added attraction. In
fact, MG207 seems to be a pretty
popular place for any male, judoist or not. It looks like the stag
line at the YMCAone line with
but a single thought.
The class begins with running
around the small gym room. The
judo team has already been practicing and now pauses to supervise. Next is exercise, about 10
minutes worth. On this day a
young blond Hercules was leading
the girls in
wreisesit looks

Photo by Larry Jamison

TAKE THAT AND THAT ... Sophomore Odette Moore is applying techniques learned in Beginning Judo. The all-female
class practices with volunteers from the judo team each falling
for the other.
more like torture. Alternating between pidgin Japanese and drill
team English, he had the girls
running, jumping and writhing on
the floor doing warm-up exercises.
One judoist ’marked, "It makes
me tired just to look at them."
Other judoists look on approvingly, stopping here and there to

help a prostrate female.
"This is the only thing we have
to look forward to on Tuesdays
and Thursdays," said one black belted male gleefully.
The coeds rather freely admit
that the exercises aren’t that bud.
Coach Uchida spends the first
three weeks just doing exercises
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Shah’s Tehran Coronation Puts
SJS Iranians on Hunger Strike

You

ants
dug
Ills

The coronation of Iran’s Shah
Mohammed Reza Pahlevi to be
held tomorrow in the Iranian capital of Tehran has brought strong
negative reactions from SJS Iranian students.
SJS’ chapter of the Confederation of Iranian Students (CIS)
will join CIS chapters from other

colleges in the bay area for a
nunger strike and demonstration
at the Iranian consulate in San
Francisco. The hunger strike-demonstration will begin today and
continue through Friday.
Tarhad Partovi, president of the
SJS chapter of CIS and one of
an estimated 20 students partici-
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The Dog House?
8th and Santa Clara

Home of the
GOURMET HOT DOG
LONG JOHN HAMBURGER
Also Featuring
STEAK

%Vey

SHRIMP CHICKEN

and FISH DINNERS

SPECIAL TAKE OUT MENU
Hamburgers and Hot Dogs 3 for 50c
French Fries 2 for 25c Soft Drinks 10c

fore

ging

lull

SAN JOSE STATE BAHAil CLUB
INVITES
San Jose State students and faculty to a series of weekly
discussions related to the dynamic New Faith of Baha’i. Baha’i
seeks the unity of mankind through modern spiritual principles.

"Alen must work to abolish extreme
wealth and extreme poverty."’
alien
ly by
Mho.
ption
. Full
mpus
twist
2081.

Every Friday
232 S. 10th St. #2

8 P.M.

paring in the hunger strike, said
that several hundred demonstrators are expected.

All Welcome
248-5081

Recital Friday
A student recital will be presented by the Santa Clara Couner’s

Association

of

California

this Friday at 8 p.m. in the Music building, according to Gertrude Morehead, branch president.
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touncii rospones
Decision Naming
Newspaper Board

"The hunger strike," he said,
Creation of the ASB Publica"will demonstrate our support and
sympathy for the University of tions Advisory Board, designed to
Tehran students being prosecuted evaluate student -funded publications, has been postponed by Stuby the shah’s regime."
dent Council until Monday’s AcaCIS literature being passed out
demic Council meeting.
at the Confederation’s booth on
Vic Lee, ASB president, said
Seventh Street accuses the shah
yesterday the Academic Council
of spending millions of dollars on
has to appoint six student memhis coronation while the Iranian
bers.
people starve.
A function of the Publication
Although salaries of $1,500 to Advisory Board will be to appoint
$2,000 a year are received by army the editor of the Spartan Daily.
officers and secret police, the av- Previously, the ASB president aperage Iranian income is $80 a year, pointed the editor.
claim CIS members.
The board will evaluate ASBThe shah’s crowning, a tradi- funded publications as to truthtional gesture, has been practiced fulness, accuracy and responsibiliIn Iran for the last 2,500 years. ty to the campus community.
The shah has reigned since he
The board will also consider
succeeded his father in 1941. Two complaints from students about
attempts have been made to as- publications.
sassinate him.

ty Branch of the Music Teach-

u’llab

to get the girls in shape.
Al ter the warm-up exereki,
comes the real thing. Since thew
are more females than males, only
half can be out practicing at a
time, It looks like a room full of
Apache dancers with the girls doing most of the throwing, sometimes. It is a friendly place, all
are smiling as they slam each
other to the mat -covered floor.
Coach Uchida explained that
learning how to fall is most important in preventing injuries, For
this reason he stresses attendance.
The class proceeds on a step by
step basis and as one coed states,
"Miss a class and you’ve had it."
After about 10 minutes of practice, the coach yells "change" and
the other half of the females converge to meet their perspiring
partners. The boys don’t change.
While all this goes on, coach
Uchida watches and smiles. He is
glad the youngsters are having
such good times falling over one
aonther. Every once in a while he
gives a young coed a tumble.
Despite the occasional soreness
the young ladies enjoy the class.
Generally the class was recommended to them by a friend or
they just wanted to take something "different."
Coach Uchida states that the,
class is open to all majors and,
the department tries to accommodate all who sign up. He reports that some of the girls become quite proficient and ask that
an advanced class be offered.
’
Women’s judo, says Uchida, differs slightly from the men’s.
"Women’s judo requires more
finesse. Unbalancing your opponent is most important while in
men’s it is more the use of brute
rot ce."
Evidently this difference doesn’t.
make too much difference to nonjudo males. Says one coed, "When
there is a Itill in the conversation,
I casually mention I am taking
judo. The boy immediately moves
away. It’s too bad, I don’t even
get a chance to practice."
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Student Council
To Receive Bill
Of Student Rights
A Bill ..t Stilt!. r ’ i:e4hts, drafted
by the C.Mfal mum,, State College
Student
1’1 eadents Association,
CSCSPA I, mviii be presented today to student
The Bill came out of a combination of the American Association
of
University
Presidents’
(AAUP Statement of Academic
Freedom, and a joint statement on
Rights and Freedoms of Students,
Some of the resolutions of the
Bill include the protection of student records, freedoms and rh,h,
of students in tile classroom,
freedom of association in student
affairs.
The CSCSPA, officially recognized lobbying voice of the 180,000
students attending the 18 state
college campuses in California,
drafted the bill in San Luis Obispo last week.
ASH President Vic Lee, who was
elected vice president of CSCSPA,
commented, "We will finally have
a superceding document for the
students of this campus in terms
of our freedom, rights and responsibilities in an academic community."
A resolution to establish coordination with the University of
California system and the junior
college system to lobby against
tuition was also passed.
The CSCSPA also went on record as approving research into
the effect of the Selective Service
System on students.

Today in Washington
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
WASHINGTON (AP)Nineteen
House Republicans have urged that
draftees be paid at least the minimum wage now required by law
for civilian workers.
The suggestion is part of their
plan to reduce draft calls right
down to zero." that will be detailed
in a book to be issued under the
title, "How to End the Draft."
The GOP Congressmen also suggest a salary system of military
pay to replace the present system
which they call inefficient and
confusing.

larni

Fly south for only $11.43

I ’rom San Jose airport to Los Angeles, Electra Jets $11.43, 727 Fan Jets
$13.50. San Diego $17.78 and $19.85. Phone your
campus rep or PSA, San Jose 286-4720, or travel agent.

rmas/4
CHRISTMAS JET
FLIGHTS
NEW YORK $149
(Round Trip Including L.
Open to San Jose State students, faculty, employee:, and
their immediate families
DEPART DEC. 15 (evening)
RETURN JAN. I (evening)
DEPART DEC. 16 (evening)
RETURN JAN. 2 (evening)
Non Stop-Super Jets
Space is limitedSo make reservations NOW!
For Reservations

PHONE 392-8513
or Wt;re to
(Moil this request today
CHARTER FLIGHTS
995 Market St. (Suite 801)
San Francisco, California 94103
Gentlemen: Make my reservation for

persons.

Name
Address

.

Zip Code .
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Cambridge Classics
the styling is traditional

the colors and fabrics are

what’s happening!

For Curls with Swirl,
try Nellie’s
3.50
2,50

Shampoo/Set
Style Cuts

Tiffe .5
52 S.

4th

294-4086

LINE-UP FOR
SPARTAN FOOTBALL HIGHLIGHTS
SATURDAYS
ONO
-live the exciting highlights of
the previous week’s game between
(Re
the Spartans and New Mexico. Featuring Don Hayward and Coach
Harry Anderson with special guests.

lege.
Jeff
I CoTerry
netts
sight,
tiller,
John
udith
allot,
arias
Her.
foot,
Mon,

Med students prescribe PSA

FROM SAN FRANCISCO -Classic Ivy Styling in slacks that
ought to cost more -but don’t! No hang-up with wrinkles or pressing:
Cactus Press’d does the job. At alert dealers everywhere, or write
Box 2468, South San Francisco, California 94080.
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Players Provide ’Spark of Communication’

"4

Do you buy
a shirt
or a label?
Perrna I- cotton
r

’

110

: pleated
-t

taper and box pleat. You can
get it in stripes, solids,

$6.00 for
,.heukt: Ltr p
thort sleeves, $7.00 for
Htt don’t buy a sport
, ,ust for the plaid,
stripe or check. Get a
good sport shlrt with a good
label. Our sno71.at r0
best. Look fur Arrow.

in the play the many b! I
faces in the symmetrical r
of t hr theater.
The players in "Look Hong
ward Anger generated
necessary spark of common], tion in last Friday’s night rip, fling performance at the roqi g
Theater,
ii it?
bini
The ritiv t
threat:1r S rind., at 8.15 pre
ii the Ceder e Theater.
Alter a tea short moments
sir:Miter the actors took
rod
boa :Old
:iudience did
-Wild
thu’ ugh ut ho
101,1
ni,I/1.
frit a sponfirst :ea
taneous
Susan TI earn brought the
ehatiga , ei Eliza Gant to life,
,’,111\ a aio ly spouting the ehinrthrases of the money .1rt

F.p

Ow

ball roll-

, 5.10

to

sell

on your
groaned
L,-’ husband
iihrase, "We
.. uttered
er another."
, ty o lo,
.I,.
knew love was impossible
-.11t, had only love for
Mies Tlasiar owes much of her
success to Dr. .1. Wendell Johnson
designer. The rnagnifi,
of the exterior-int-i
,,r in, hi, aiding house was
a, form Idirt. and cold as Eliza
hers, If.
Eliza’s family came last: they
mai\ ed what was left over from
tFir’ trairrders’ supper. W. 0, Gant
iGary Bottum t ’lays the father
ii ho dis-sn’t like coming last, but
is too weak to do onything about

play emerged as a team effort.
No one stole the show, hut the
show certainly stole the intense
minds of the audience.
Even minor characters, such
as Dr. Maguire (Torn Oleniaczr,
contribute to the continuity of
making the whole situtht
at iii
once more believable
and more human.
Other members of the cast
are: Carol Zafren, Patricia O’Neill, Lee Kopp, Kevin Cotter,
Jana Sheldon, Paul Myrvold,
Diana Kisthardt, Kim Seroggins,
Alan Thompson, Jeffra Kaufman, Robyn Wayne, Robert
Clark, Carla Li Brizzi, and
Christopher Bricker.
Lighting, which aids the effective set, was designed by Dr.
Kenneth Dorst. Costume design was by Ronald Glockler.

It. Bothum’s accurate ran trayal
of the often drunk, always irIrascible old man was endearing
and if feet ive.
The warmth of the sensitive
Eugene Gant I John Jacobs I permeated the play. His insatiable
desire for knowledge lcd him to
ask such questions as, "Did you
ever touch a train engine?",
and, "How many books can you
check out at once? In our library you can check out only
two."
Ben Gant (James Hubbard),
the voice of despair, urged a
willing "Gem" to leave home,
but Eliza, who even refused to
let go of Ben’s dead hand,
fought Eugene’s departure to the
last.
Largely due to the work and
drreetion of Dr. Paul Davee, the
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"BEYOND THE FRINGE," a Shakespearean partly
by the San Jose Theater Guild
I, + ’Jay and Saturday in the Montgomery

Theater Guild’s First Production
Features SJS Drama Graduates
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People seldom see it
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Then they can’t sce anything else.
It sounds that big.

The British revue had a threeyear run on Broadway and in
London’s West End. If consists
of comedy sketches and imper.iilo.ns which irreverently parody such topics as war docuntaries and Shakespearean
7,,atme
Eva/Ties of this range from
impassimiect preacher whose
emotion carries him so far from
the text that he cannot find his
wily back, to panel scenes in
whi,11 philosophers in their mysterious language proclaim the
importance of their profession to
the, outside world.
Also scheduled for the The fir cmibra upcoming series are
$ SM.kespeare’s "Twelfth Night,"
\ti ,is’n Jan. 12 and Edward Al "Who’s Afraid of Virginia
1’
Woolf?" on May 22.

ik al 8:30 p.m.
Friday and S..,
in Montgorrit,. I iwater.
George Rd ..- and Dan Zan , -et "i.
th(
vet tor, mana.a,
ilk. DraGuild, are
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KNIZN, 1:00 lies.,
SPARTAN SPEC 8:00 a.m.
’FROM.
8:05 a.m.SPAT:T.\ N Sri )11T -1. LINE.

SPARTAN
BOOKSTORE

theater at 8:30 p.m. will feature from left to
right, George Bargos, Kirk Frederick, Dan Zanvettor, and Wes Finlay.

Z.*

LITTLE LOST BOUTIQUE
520 S. 10th Street
9 a.m. to 7 p.m.

a.

MEN!
Get with
the COOL
ONE!
The KLH Mole! Deven
Stereo Record Playing System.
Here’s a portable record player that’s really porMble.
Just 28 pounds.
But it does away with the old wive’s tale that you need big hunks
of equipment to get big sound.
It’s the KLH Model Eleven. A component stereo record playing
system in a handsome suitcase.
It has everything you need to enjoy stereo or mono records.
It’s got KLH quality. Throughout.
There are specially designed KLH fell range speakers; a distortion.
free solid state amplifier; an automatic turntable custom-built for
KLH by Garrard; magnetic cartridge with diamond stylus; inputs for
tuner and tape recorder, and many other features.
Come down to the store. Listen to tine big sound of the little
Eleven.
Bet you run out of the store with one. And you won’t need track
Shoes or muscles. It’s that light. So is the price.

Just $199.95

jr

cpaptan gookstere

,A

"Right on Campus"

79 So. 3rd

drigh, ,,
297-711

(free lot parking)

Get with
NEW AQtY4 VELVA

FIEOIT LIME
AFTER SHAVE LOTION
Wan

The luxurious
new after shave
with the
irresistible
fragrance of
tropical limes.
DON MEREDITH, STAR QUARTERBACK OF

I

THE DALt AS COWBOYS SAYS:
New Improved Aqua Valve SILICONE
LATHER is great! Lubricating silicones
run interference for my rater giving me
smoothest shave evert
cl
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No Need To Talk, Just Use the Senses
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Prof Stays in Two Monasteries,
Finds Life There ’Hard Work’
of about 30 young monks being
sent to Germany, Britain and
the United States as missionaries.
He was asked to talk to them
in English so they could become
familiar with the language, and
also to tell them whether to expect a friendly or hostile reception to their religion.

People who think life in a
monastery is easy ait, wrong.
Dr. Richard W. Kilhy, SJS
professor of psychelogy. is a man
who knows. Dr. Killy spent one
month in a Buddhist monastery
in Thailand and another in a
Zen Buddhist monastery in Japan while on sahbatical leave
this spring.
"Life in a moniu:tcry and con’,I:. !null work,"
stant meditat
ally it is
says Dr. Kill
!..1. time
vet y h .!.1 lii -

GOOD INFLI7ENCES
"Christianity and Buddhism
have good influences on each
other," believes Dr. Kilby. "Social conscience is a very fine
quality of Judaism and Christianity, but they are weak on
meditation and a sense of unity
lietween the self, the world and
lod."
There are two misconeelilions Western society commonly
holds about Buddhism, says Dr.
Kilby. The first is that you can
reach enlightenment quickly, by
taking shortcuts such as the use
of drugs. "According to 7.,11
masters, short cuts lead you in
the wrong direction."
The second misconception 1,
that Zen Buddhism is a philosophy and not a religion. "A
person is not long in a Zen monasteiy very long before he realizes how much religious PudeHee there is. The chanting of
sutras is similar to prayer in
the Christian church, and ceremonies are held throughout the
day for the spirits of previous
monks."

DR. KILBY
. . . rough life

01

a

in meditation." In the Japanese
Zen Buddhist monastery, Dr.
Kliby was up at 4 a.m, with the
monks to chant sutras. They sat
on the floor to eat a simple
breakfast. They then thoroughly
cleaned the monastery, scrubbing the floors and cleaning the
mats.
Until noon they worked in the
fields, then had lunch and rested
for about an hour and returnnd
to the fields for more work. sioeral hours in the evening were
devoted to meditation. In addition, one week each month was
set aside for intensive meditation, as much as eight hours a
day.
imn;iste,V the
I. -,1 i
le
Li h.
bra to n,
Coed

Football

Team

wish to form
sjs
their OW0 l,1.,11 team and participate in a touch football tournament for women sponsored by
Co-Rec may contact Larry Wolfe
at 29S-0174 before midnight, October 31.
The tournament, single-elimination, will begin on November
7, and the final P:PIMe Will be
played on Saturday. November
18. Games will last about 45
minutes
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speak on .
1,iii.
ill.
I ’set’ 29 Chili rii
the Woo.’
Monday at 11:30 a.m. in Building V. 177 S. 10th St.
This is the third in a si-1, s
of seminars sponsored by ,,,
club, which was formed in
fall of 1966 to help women
29 returning to college aft w.
settee to get ahead academindll.s.
as well as to sponsor an informal S191111 prOgraill.
Last Monday Dr. James F.
Jacobs. profesSor of
spoke to the club on is coning
how to study.

the senses, according to Price.
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Price, who worked on the
conmumication form at this semester’s Spartacamp, was well
pleased is lii the "results" of 11,
first nicetiit: Characteristicall:,.
howevec, he wouldn’t say too
much about Ins impressions.
After all, words can only s.’
so timeh
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.kristocrats
Open Daily at 4 p.m.
Entertainment
Starts ai 9 p.m.

218 Willow St.
294-4009
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Sprite, you recall, is
the soft drink that’s
so tart and tingling,
we just couldn’t keep
it quiet.
Flip its lid and it
really flips.
Bubbling, fizzing,
gurgling, hissing and
carrying on all over
the place.
An almost excessively lively drink.
Hence, to zlupf is
to err.
What is zlupfing?

SPRITE, SO TAR1...61411.
TINGLING, WE JUT CULDN’T
KEEP IT QUIET

Id,. JED 512:5

NON-STIGT:.:’&2

11..1.11111:11.14LLILLIALLI

Zlupfing is to drinking what
smacking one’s lips is to
eating.
It’s the staccato buzz you
make when draining the last few
deliciously tangy drops cr
Sprite from the bottle with a
straw.
Izzzzlllupf!
It’s completely uncalled for.
Frowned upon in polite society.
And not appreciated on campus
either.
But. If zlupfing Sprite
is absolutely essential to your
enjoyment; if a good healthy
zlupf is your idea Cl’ heaven,
well,, all right.
But have a heart
4.’h a
drink as noisy a
1,111,11 zlupf got.
way.

TO
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18 10 16
414 RA. 10.93
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Please don’t
zlupf Sprite.
It makes
plenty of noise
all by itself.
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PUBLISH NAMES TO
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Show To Offer
’67 Ski Preview
At Fairgrounds
Ski fashions, films, equipment,
and entertainment will be featured at the Ski Jamboree ’67,
Friday awl Saturday at the Santa ciara county Fairground Pavilion Building. The Jamboree is
sponsored by San Jose Ski As.
social ion.
Musical entertainment v ill be
provided by the Graduates, recording stars on NITA records.
Dave Niles, KNBR disc jockey.
will he the master of ceremonies.
Door prizes will be given, including season passes to many
major northern California and
Nevada resorts, and weekend
tours.
Show hours will be from
p.m. to 11 p.m. on Friday, and
12 noon to 11 p.m. on Saturday.

V.

people feel free" through use of
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Specials this week
that make us weep:
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Prof To Explain
Writing Techniques
At Club’s Series

ticipate.
The
communication
which lasts about an hour, "heli --.

Dr. Rilby has an interest in
different religions of the world
because they have "a relevance
i..yehology. Buddhism in gen-

BILL’S
COLLEGE
PHARMACY
Ear ring-

eral offers an escape from the
curses of existence, such as too
much egotism, and seeks to establish a peace of !Mild. These
are the same things that subjects such as mental hygiene
are concerned with."
Dr. Kilby’s main sabbatical
project was the study of the
values of students in universities
in India. He spent six months
distributing questionnaires to
graduate students throughout
India. He is now in the process
of collecting similar data horn
students in the United States.
The data of his comparative
study will be completed sometime in the fall semester.
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BLOOD IS NEEDED
Mon. Aro Fri, 7 a.m..3 p.m.
294 6535

San Jose
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Aggressive 3partans

Wrestling Coach Searches
For Musclemen Candidate-)

DO THIS NOW!

St

Victim of Environment

NVrestlitr: .totich liugh Minitht.
has

issio I

kitli

tor

eandiai.I.-

Hy DENNIS ANSTINE
Spartan Daily Sports Editor

tr. the t.. -,an and varsity wt..-.1, teitins.
4elrornes any male
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witet-trai.t. 111
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SHIRTS $ .31
DRESSES $1.25

POITITR

TO Sit.

The aggressive., spirited Spartan team that romped to a 52-14
so in over New Mexico Saturday eve
g in Spartan Stadium is
iciiiit of its us ii env iro iiiiii mt.
"IA Harry Anderson’s gridders plodded through their
.it-i three game- in ho-hum Iasi
coming close to victory
iIi each game. hut eventually emerging as the loser.
li/Allna
State. Stanford and %Vest I’exas State art hut great but outstanding performances hy SJS would
liae reversed the decisi llll s.
the sorting idt-a, the Spartans %ere giving it
\MU 11011.1 PI
I heir all. IIU I they email llll ally gave the opposition the opportonity to score, and all three cashed in as often as possible.
The Spartan defense played admirably at times_ but it
1.1111Se ill play a waiting game and the opposit
offense w
eontantiv iii control of the game.
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WITH LOVE"

Special

cleaning price with this ad

Sewing Also
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College C
484 E. San Carlos
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OVER 21?
NEED $5?

293-6501
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Crive-in cord D!nirtg Room Sere::cc

G.A.NIE NO. 4

Cheer up. Tico’s has the answer ... a pair of barbecued tacos for only a quarter. They’re guaran-,
teed to please your palate and your pocketbook.
And, Tico’s is open 24 hours. So, no metier how
late you stay up studying, you can take a break
at Tico’s. And that’s nice to know.

,
GOINS MY WAYSparlan FuToack Jerrell Andrews attempts
to elude New Mexico defender Joe Presenfe during SJS’ 52-14
win Saturday night. Andrews played much of the second half
and picked up 22 yards on th ground.

4.1

4th and St. James

INTkrcon Wake Lift Fro
.taCti

REED’S
PORT
SHOP

PRE -SEASON

SKI S

a
Dui the Spill-tail’s a ggressiseness would hasv gi venny
a
.,:.!c
...rnsum emus. La k in ti c.
five I
11.11.- right, even Wy
g) a rugged game.
1:;_ft
I half to
01 v...iiiamson I the
It appear* now that Anderson does has e the running attack
Sparinn.; enntinited 10 1, ’II
I....(1 the, .way. Oth.’..
SP"’ t, to go along with Danny Holman’s passing. Iliev %met% run wild
\IiI
"’
and every game like they did against New Mexico,"Init it is at least
MihuHc.
Bon ,estutent that the attack is present.
All-Amorirtn nri .intl
n, With one.
The defense is inexperienced and lacks depth at many po.; h
tho biu -it’
but if it continues to be the savage unit that it was last
,h, Saturday.’
Sttlitrilav it will coot
to cause the opposition to commit costly
i.n., in the tight
errors. something that was min -existent before Saturday night.
I,.
lit 5.
SJS played like a team bent on destruction Saturday, not
r
iii me in’
; 1,.,.-th i,,.i.I Is help of
hut the opposition. Unless they want to drop three
,Thlt:t1..w Wm’ ’
heron. her iiiii ing hungry again, the Spartans haul better
twice. continue to play as if their backs are against the skeil-kiloWil

..
sale
price

SKIS WITH BINDINGS AND POLES

I

11

$2495

SKI BOOTS
SWEATERS. PARKAS, AND TURTLENECKS

$54.50

$29.67

$27.67

$17.67

$12.00

$ 6.00

$45.00

$25.00

.11,ti
"

UP TO

50% OFF

HEAD SKIS

AND

BINDINGS

.!.

$ 5 and up
$50 and up

(STANDARDS)

SKi POLES

98c and up

BOOTS

$ 5 and up

SKI

98c and up

PANTS

.1.1.1e.1

1

RENTAL EQL; .i’MENT SALE
WOODEN SKIS AND BINDINGS

EVEN WYOMING

.ints, as F..1S hllt tip ;!

ENDS OCT. 25

FAMOUS BRAND STRETCH PANTS

The resultwham, 52-14. It takes a certain amount of lut.k
Ii win by such a score. Also, New Mexico was a poor team, di.
S h playing a defense as porous as a tea strainer and an offense that
(mild only pass, and doing that erratically.
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This man is:

.

C. Discussing Venezuelan architecture
D. None of these

S. Juggling

pizzas

C is correct. Pictured here, Associate Professor Peter Van Deursen Haven discusses
Venezuelan architecture at Central University in Caracas with students enrolled in
World Campus Afloat -Chapman College
during the Spring 1967 semester at sea.
This group was one of many to fan-out
over Caracas for various course-related
field experiences during the several days
the s.s.RYNDAM, campus and dormitory
for the traveling students and faculty, was
docked in the South American port.
Professor Haven now teaches art courses
at the University of Miami, Florida. His
students have transferred credits earned
aboard the floating campus to their home
campuses and have resumed regular
, classes. One is from South Dakota,
I majoring in Sociology at Tabor College in
Hillsboro, Kansas; another is a junior in Political Science at San Francisco State
College; a third is a sophomore In Latin American Studies at Indiana University and
still another a business student at Santa Monica City College in California.
As you read this, more than 500 students, representing 200 colleges and universities
throughout the country, accompanied by a distinguished faculty, already have
embarked from New York for the Fall 1967 semester which will take them to ports in
Europe, Africa and Asia, returning to Los Angeles via Honolulu.
Students are now enrolling for the Spring 1968 semester and will depart from Los
Angeles to engage in shipboard study supplemented bj visits to ports In Peru, Chile,
Argentina, Uruguay, Brazil, Senegal, Morocco, Spain, Greece,Turkey,Yugoslavia,
Italy, Portugal. The Netherlands and Great Britain, terminating in May in New York.
To discover how you can include the Spring semester at sea in your college plans,
complete the coupon below and mail at once.
World Campus
t.

Afloat, Director of Admissions

Chapman College orange. California 92thil3

Name
LAST
Name of School_

FIRST

Campus Address
City

_

_

Permanent Address

Zip

State
Tel

1

Campus State
Present Status:
Freshman 0
Sophomore 0
Junior
0
Senior
0
Graduate
0

City _
Zip_ __
State
M
F
Interested in:
Fall 19._ 0 Spring 19
Age
semester at sea.
SAFETY INFORMATION: The s.s. Ryndam,regIstered In the
Netherlands, meets International Safety Standards for
new ships developed In 1948.

JIM WILLIAMSON
a!!-Americ6n
3:111111111111111111F
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2 Rolls MU:et Paper

10c

I Rol: Jumbo Towe!s

19c

1 aox Cheer Soep

24c

2 3ars Ivory Soap

5c
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Crest Vargo size

Poloists Meet Pacific
In Stockton Rematch
Spartan Water poloists Will tryittitions always effect the game. It
I, make it three wins in a row is physically tough to play there."
Ink afternoon when they travel;’ The Tiger’s pool is outdoors and
1 three-quarters of it is shallow. The
rr. Stockton to play the UniverI wind and sun also play havoc with
Ii of the Pacific.
I the players.
SJS had its six-game winning
The Tiger offense is led by Jun.treak snapped two weeks ago by ior college transfer Steve Cohee,
’,lifornia, hut have triumphed from Santa Ana. Cohee scored
Ir. tr.. since the defeat,
twice in the first San Jose tilt.
Probable starters with Cohee
Tlie Spartans met UOP once
this season in Spartan pool and will be Bart Nelson, Lonnie Val handled the Tigers with ease, entine, Bob Allen, Rex Hoover and
Craig Martin with Mark Cooper
t-ztrve Hoberg and Tim Halley in the goal.
Walton plans to stay with the
v.,;., the scoring aces for Sparta
with four goals apiece.
same starting lineup of Dennis
’ttach Lee Walton expects the Belli. Halley, Hoberg, John Schmitt,
and Jack Liking in
111’11 match to be tougher. "UOP Greg Hind,
is always rough in their home the field with brother Bob Likins
von)." he said. "The weather con- in the goal.
aLUZ 7/4,71u ’
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Golden Touch Beauty Salon

5c
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* S! ampoo and Set
With i’ ’s coupon offer good

* Mini -Perm (For

& Keyvs
10/h & Taylor
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JuIi

until Oct. 31, 1967

29 E. Santa Clara

295-5535
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29c

CASH
DISCOUNT
ON MAJOR
BRAND
GASOLINE
4th &

$8.88
$2.00
$7.77
$2.00

* Custom Frosttngs Complete
* Style Hairc.itsYour Choice

One Item W;th Minimum
Purchase of $2

Puritan Oil Co.
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2;51 ALUM ROCK AVE.-258-5305

It. Throwing

So up pops game No. 4. New Mexico hail a 1-4 record and
tor all general purposes the game appeared to he a battle beu.een two losers.
But. the Spartans mere sick of losing. They felt they %mat much better team than their (1-3 mark depicted.
kilos
or at least had good reason to swpeet that New Mexico vsas
team. It was now or never for win No. I.
n’d a Right from the opening kickoff the Spartans displayed a
complete reversal of play from their first three g:
-s. The
method of attack on both defense and offense svasn’t changed_
hot the manner in width SJS challenged the Lobos is OS hat Sac
different.

N

-1\Jr le
Veadetira
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Veitedett
distinctive bridal sets from $100
rings may be purchased sermiately

91 SOUTH FIRST ST.
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TERMS TO SUIT YOU

ewe eti

New Cage Team
Boasts Talent
With only six lettermen returnMcConnell, a 6-3 senior, was a
ine. ?Isis season’s Spartan cage is t -time starter as a junior.
appear to be bleak at first Other lettermen are guards Robin
Durand, Tim Holman and Bobby
The remainder of the 20 candi- South. All three were starters at
dates that began practice last one time or another last year.
Clines is aware that the team
week for coach Danny Glines included eight sophomores and six inexperience may cost him som.
games in December, but he he
junior college transfers.
But things are not always as
they appear. There is exceptional
talent among the 14 SJS newcomers and there is experience and
ability to be found in the Spartan
’oldtimers.’
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Photo bv Jim Koski
SUPERB DEFENSEThe Spartan soccer team
sports one of the best defenses in years. Left
fullback Luis Mintegui pursues the ball during

the Spartan’s 2-1 win over defending NCAA
champs USF. Aside from the Dons only one
other team has scored on SJS this year.

Seeks Seventh Win

Soccer Team Tests Santa Clara
II

II
Ct

ly
at
r.r

Just because you’re the No. 1
team doesn’t mean you can take
a lesser opponent lightly.
That’s the way Spartan soccer
coach Julie Menendez feels about
this afternoon’s non-league game
with the University of Santa
Clara.

Broncos at 3:30 p.m. in Santa
Clara.
Despite the fact the Broncos
haven’t won a match this year,
they have given all their opponents tough games.

could give us a good game,"
Menendez said.
Santa Clara is an associate
member of the WCISC and is being considered for membership.
SJS will not be at full strength
They held Stanford even during offensively or defensively against
regulation play befoi e losing 6-3 the Broncos.
The Spartans, who have rolled in overtime, Limited Cal to two
Top scorer Henry Camacho, who
up six straight wins this year and goals (losing 2-01, and fought UOP pulled a leg muscle against USF,
two goals to a 2-2 draw after leading in the and defensive star Art Romswinchave allowed just
against them to take over first game.
kel, who bruised a rib in a pracphiee in the WCISC. play the
"They will he up for us and tice session, will probably not
play.
"If they get hurt against Santa
Clara, they won’t be any good for
us against Cal," Menendez said.
Romswinckel, who has sparked
Special Student Rental Rates
the Spartan defense this season,
Three months rental applies to purchase price of any
proved that he can score too, get3 months
machine if you decide to buy.
ting two goals each against Stanford and USF.
We also rent electrics, portable and standard.
The Spartan lineup against the
Broncos will differ slightly from
usual.

TYPEWRITERS RENTED

$

manual

can jo4e Typetepitep Co.

24 South Secnnd

Established 1900

293-6383
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MBOREE
FRI. OCT. 27 6 P.M. -I I P.M.

SAT. OCT. 28 12 NOON -1 I P.M.
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APPEARING ON STAGE
STARS OF MTA RECORDS

THE GRADUATES
MC. DAVE NILES
* EXHIBITS

* SKI SWAP

* FREE PR!ZE.S

* FREE MOVIES * FASHION SHOWS * ENTERTAINMENT
PAVILLION BUILDING
SANTA CLARA COUNTY FAIRGROUNDS
Bring Ad For Admission Discount
Free Parking

Bert Manriquez will take over
for Romswinekel at left halfback
and Ahmad Bayati will fill in for
Camacho at an inside tight.
Frank Mangiola will man the
Spartan net, Jean-Pierre Canabou
I will play left fullback, Gary Iacini
will be at center halfback, Luis
Mintegui at right fullback, and
1Samil Deus at right halfback.
Offensively, the Spartans will
have Fred Nourzad at inside left,
Ed Storch at center forward, Bob
Davis at right wing, and Jimmy
Parravi at left wing.

Intramural Grid
Playoffs Begin

Frosh Gridders Win,
Meet Unbeaten Cubs!
team is streak that spans a three year
SJS’s freshman foot
getting ready for Saturday’s con- period. The Cubs have lost but
test with the California frosh, one game over a six year period.
California opened the season in
after rolling over the Fresno State
splendid style by dealing the highFreshman 33-0 last Friday.
ly rated UCLA frosh a ’20-0 setCoach Lannic Juliase gridders
back. The tough Cub defense held
wilt Inc meeting a potent Cub team
UCLA frosh sensation Mickey
it,: Ii
an eight game winning
Cureton to a meager 18 yards
rushing. The Cubs have an offensive threat in halfback Bob Darby.
an all -state prep star from Texas.
Against UCLA, Darby carried the
ball 23 times for 155 yards and
two touchdowns.
The Spartababes’ offense rolled
up over 450 yards against the Bull pups. SJS signal caller George
Oreglia accounted for over 270
yards of the offense. He completed
21 out of 26 passes and connected
on three touchdowns.
Halfback Bob Gatmeister got the
isitor’s first score on a four-yard
plunge. During the first quarter
Ile Spartabahes came up with the
its play of the game. Wit: SJS
leer) in their own territory, Oreglia
lit ml a pass which end Sam
Crowell gathered in on the San
Jose 45 yard line on the dead run
and raced the remaining distance
for the scow. The play covered 91
yards.
Crowell played a fine offensive
game catching 11
passes. He
caught three touchdowns, two from
neglia and one from reSerNT.
Harold Fain. Split
ii tarterback
end Butch Ellis also caught a
1..uchdown pass thrown by Oreglia.
Coach Julias make., the work I
reerave. c...cseit
Ili’
ptrry nt Tiny Jack -I
sun, Dick Hall and Lam Stivairki

ANNOUNCING
For careers %s lit] II:e Federal Gmernment

The Federal Service
Entrance Examination
to include management interns

IN
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 28,1967
9 A.M.
Rm. JC 141
ON CAMPUS -WALK

Open to all seniors & grad

"There is no comparison be to
this year’s team and last
season’s 9-15 squad," Clines said.
"This will be the second year that
most of the players have played
our fast break system of play and
we should be more adjusted to it."
Center Jim Meyer amt forward
Don McConnell led the returnees.
The 6-6 Meyer averaged over 17
points after he took over the center spot midway through last season. He suffered a knee injury
while playing football the past
spring, but he has fully recovered.
"Jim has been tremendous in
DANNY GLINES
practice," Clines said, "He worked
. good talent
with weights to strengthen his
knee over the summer, and as a
result he is much stronger than lieves the talent is there and it
will eventually jell.
he was last year."
He is confident his team will be
"Jim’s play has been fantastic
a good shooting squad, with 6-10
at times and he, along with the
sophomore Coby Dietrick and 6-0
other lettermen, have been a real
ex-Hamilton AFB guard Steve
inspiration to our younger playMcKean leading the way.
ers," Glines said. "This has been
Dietrick led the frosh last year
a great squad to work with so
with a 16 point average, but Glincs
far."
believes that it is only a hint of
what he may do in the future.
"Dietrick has the potential to
become one of the top scorers in
SJS history, Glines said. "His attitude towards the game has improved over last year and he is
physically much stronger than durIndependent league playoffs being his frosh year."
gin today with the Federates ("C"
McKean is a sharp-shooting
leagues meeting either Alpha Tau
playmaker, who scored 23 points
Omega No. 2 or the Red Horde
per
game for Hamilton.
who played yesterday in the "B"
Glines has big plans for up front
league.
transfers Bob Scott, a 6-7 center
Da Fuzz I"A" league) then
from Delta JC, and Dick Groves.
plays the second place winner in
a 6-5 high scoring forward from
the "B" league and the winner of
Menlo College. Other transfers assthat game then takes on the "A"
guards Bobby Hale and Jess Menleague champs.
doza, and forward Steve Eames.
I
In Monday’s games, Me and
Top candidates up fit:on the
Them clobbered the Has Beens frosh are 6-2 guard Dave Malkin,
27-0, Da Fuzz, and Army ROTC 6-6 forward Bernie Veasey. 6-4
tied 0-0, in "A" league action.
forward Lee DeShong, 6-4 forward
The "B" league game found Bud Lefever and 6-0 guard Ray
Sigma Alpha Epsilon No. 2 and Woodfrin.
the Green Machine tying 0-0.
Glines opens his second cam"C" league results saw Federates paign with an exhibition Nov. 28
the
trouncing the Fleas 45-0 and Alpha in Spartan Gym against
Phi Omega beating Moulder No. 2 Alumni, Dec. 1 and 2 the Spartans
play
Arizona
and
Arizona State on
18-0.
The Toads won on a fin feit from the road
Markham Hall.
Fraternity league playoffs will
El Rancho Drive In
be held Thursday, Nov. 2.
Now Playing
Currently, Theta Chi is leading
ROUGH NIGHT IN JERICHO
the league with a 7-0 record.
and
Last year’s champ, ATO, is in
TEXAS ACROSS THE RIVER
second place with a mark of 6-0.
Alma and Almaden
295-2041

udents
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PEACE LOVERS!
You owe it to your cause to display
the Peace Flag in your window! Do

.S1).4141E171
\I. 01 CAN EAT

it now! Only $2.00. Dore and word

$1

PEACE in white on blurt background

MONDAY -THURSDAY

11"x12" size. Add 25e for handling

OPEN 6 AM -it P.M.

charge. Jaycee Co.. Dept. SJPF-S,

72 1 Santa Clara

P.O.

Box

4151,

Calif.

Woodside,

ANGELO’S

94062

STEAK
HOUSE

SPECIAL LIMITED ENGAGEMENT!
coccc’eonwnsnrn

ELIZABETH

RICHARD

IAYLORBURTON
PS NIL PURTON-ZEPPIRELO PRODUC CON OP

THE TAMING remnomr
IC OF THE SHREW

* NOW *

420

STUDENT RATE:

$1.50; $2

MO RESERVED REATSPONLM PEOGLI

FRI.

& SAT.

EVE.

SCHEDULE
Wednesday 2 P.M.
Sat., Sun.. Hell. 2 & 4.30 P.M.
Sun. thru Thurs. 7 & 930 P.M.
Fri. & Sat. Eve. 7.30 & 10 P.M.
Bled
NO RESERVED SEATS
Tickets A,-ailable at Box Office at Feature Time

241-8543
aloonlite Shoppeng Conte,

CINEMA I50
is Camino Real and KJely
Sante Clara

A
NEW
ARRIVAL
FOR
AUTUMN READING

HARVESTS
OF
CHANGE
AMERICAN LITERATURE

1865-1914
by JAY MARTIN

NOW AT

cpaPtan SookotoPe
"Right on Campus"

^

"t7:dal:A(IlteT

Law Professor Says U.N. World Hope

1

her
25

67

war materials of the

Hy GUY HALL

Val’IOUS

The United Nations is the only fries
"The main problem with the
I way out of the ring of Mt ror and
I fear now confronting the world," U.N. is the decision making," said
Gardner, "But the U.N. is a
1said Dr. Richard M. Gardner, in
uniquely valuable resource tin
a speech delivered Monday night reconciling some seemingly imp’sj in Morris Dailey Auditorium.
sible situations such as Israel.
Dr. Gardner, professor of law Vietnam, Kashmir, Cypress and
I
and international relations at C7o1-1 other trouble spots.
umbia University, entitled
, speech, "U.S. Foreign Policy

AKRAM DEIRANIEH
. Student Teacher

Jordanian Student
Offers Beginning
Arabic Tonight
ithtie’s, ntration of political, military, and economic interests in the IMiddle East, a trend
to learn more about the Arabic
culture and language is developing. This trend is apparent on the
SJS campus.
Akram Raskin Deiranieh, senior
volunteer instructor from J0111.01
will begin his third consecutive semester teaching introductory Arabic tonight from 7:30 to 9:30 p.m.
Surprisingly. instead of drawing
a majority of foreign students,
mom than 70 per cent of last semester’s enrollment were from
Ametican backgrounds.
No credit is given for the course
but the Foreign Language Department has expressed interest in including it into the regular curriculum in the future, according
to Dr. Wesley Goddard, chairman
of the Foreign Language Department.
Those attending this evening’s
class in CH208 can still register.
All books and instructional materials are turnished and will cost
55

his I

Lantos To Discuss
Overseas Studies

COMPACT
CONTACT

Auditorium.
film festival.
Christian Science Organization,
6:30 p.m., Memorial Chapel.
Angel Flight, 7 p.m., MacQuarrie Hall 324.
Newman Club DbECIlfild0/1 Group,
7 p.m., Newman Center Library.
"What is Community?"
Rho Epsilon, 6 p.m., Cafeteria.
Initiation.
MexInan-American Student Con fish-ration. 12 noon, San Jose City
r ’Avec.
Santa Clara County Republicans.
8 p.m., Board of Supervisors
chambers,
First
and
liedding
Streets.

Programs of study include two
semesters of fully accredited work
designed to meet the degree requirements of California State
Colleges.
Forty-three SJS students are
currently enrolled in 10 foreign
universities through this program.

99

interlude
A

SANTA CLARA

SAN Jo,

Reasonable Prices

Delightful Atmosphere

(INSTA-PRINT DIVISION)

1401 S. First

St.

292-1233

DO YOU KNOW YOUR CAMPUS?
See this space tomorrow.
CHARTER FLIGHT TO NY X-mas Dec.
,nd trip. Youth
’De over Xmas
Matte 297.1703. 1445
S. J. Write for summer
Europe.

SENIOR ADVERTISING MAJOR nor
FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED to
advert.sing & sales work with growing share furn. apt. $47.50/mo. 57 S. 15th
company. Part & full time positrons
#2. 295.4018 days: 297.4434 after 6
open. Call 286-1190.
o m
15 GIRLS - NEW DRESS SHOP ROOM FOR TWO men students, kit.
CHAIN. Ages 18.25. Full or part time. chen privileges. 321 S. 12th,
Apply at Little Lost Botigue, 520 S. FOR SALE: 2 CONTRACTS sense room.
10th St.
Catholic Women’s Center. Available
or Pam 294.
RINKI-TINK PIANO 8 banjo players immediately. Call Chris
4622. Room 311,
needed to play one r:oht stand at
ROOMMATE
WANTED.
$50/mo.
GIRL
Jonah’s Wail coffee
c. Call Jim
blcck from carnc,us
’acted pool,
294.8741
a
AT’Es
OI
RO01,19m2
2
c;R: 2--luded C4
MALE ROOMMATES NEEDED
HOUSING 151
... ’r I other stu- sr,a, 2 bd-- ..
dent. 536 S c
’ Call 298-3642.
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED to
IMMEDIATELY
- I male
NEEDED
share 2 bdrrn. apt. w.th 3 others. 508 roommate
7,4 S. 9th #11. Call
S. 11th St. #18. 297.5760.
Jo/ 293-1160 r v.. 6 P.er,.
GIRL WANTED TO share two bedroom FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDEDTO
apt. with three other girls. $41/mo. 545 shore furnished apt. i/2 block from SJS
S. 7th. #12. 295.1899.
on 8th St. $40 ’,no. Call 292-2075.

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

CREATIVE BALLET LESSONS FOR kids
LIMITED

MATURE MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED
share 1 bcirm. apt. 1 bi, .1 I.
[ campus. Inquire after 6 p.m. 466 S. 7th.

HELP WANTED 141

CIRCLE K INTERNATIONAL A Kawanis sponsered service club now accepting applications. Meets T, HEd, 1:30.

OPENING FOR male membefcre Friday. $25

AUTOMOTIVE 121

, Why carry around a whole
: chemistry set full of potions
for wetting, cleaning and
soaking contact lenses?
Lensine is here! It’s an all.
purpose solution for complete
lens care, made by the
Munne Company.
Sc what else is new’
Well, the removable
lens carrying case
on the bottom ot
every bottle that’s
new too And it’s
exclusive with
Lonstne, the
solution for
, all your contact
lens problem’.

for contacts.

What kind do you smoke?

’64 PONTIAC CATALINA vnvertible
2 + 2. Must .el., $1495 or offer. 793.
4201.
YVV WITH SUNROOF. $450. 287.
1321, e..after 5:30 p.m.
-THAMES"
.

’59
P.

22

ENGLISH Ford van.
Has bed & radio
Will go anywhere.
.. 2155 Lanai Ave.
751-8006.

’59 VW, PORSCHE ENGINE. Many
tras. Ca I ’
293-9987. $680,

MONZA

Whatever kind you smoke,
you owe it to yourself to
try MONZA Pipe Tobacco.
Your favorite pipe will give
you more pleasure when
you choose this imported
blend of the world’s fine
tobaccos.

PIPE TOBACCO

MONZA

For a COMPLIMENTARY pouch of MONZA PIPE TOBACCO,
send 100 to cover postage and handling with this
coupon to:
ROMICK’S INTERNATIONAL, INC.
P.O. BOX 3033, DEPT 1 !!
NO. HOLLYWOOD, CALIF. 91606
(Please Print)
Name
City
Zip

LOST AND.FOUND 161
LOST 10-10. 15 LB. CALICO cat near
cc eye. Ii
p ea,3 return her to
170 S. 10th or the Kappa Alpha ’Nei
House. REWARD.
LOST I PAIR BROWN tprtorse shell
prescription
glassos.
Call
968-9045
collect
PERSONALS 121
MADE CONTEMPORARY
CUSTOM
wedding rings. Original jewelry in cast
gold & silver. Geo. Larimore 354-1273/
354.8200.
LEARN ABOUT YOURSELF v -,/,!
Be a Soartacan
SERVICES 181
WILL BABY SIT. MY Iorrie 168 S. IOh.
13 a.m. 286-90/0.
Reas,ai
BLACK LIGHT FOR RENT - great for
parties 1.
,
r:
^vs. Call mm
295.7:7.21 r
RENT A TV OR i,e-eo from Esche’s.
Free dui very. ro., service. Call 2517598.
EXPERT TYPIST-THESIS, term papers,
. Phone 258.4335.
TYPING. EXPERIENCED AND fast.
Tern, papers. etc. Call 264-8592.
TYPING - TERM PAPERS, manuscripts,
theses. etc. Reasonable. Work guaranteed. 294.3772. 9 a.m. to 4:30 le.re.
WOULD LIKE TO care for a todler in
my home. Fenced yard I have 2 yr,
oid of my owl (’nil 269.1659,
TYPING IN MY HOME. IBM Pica. Call
249-6313. 9 art
, P p.m.
FAST, RELIABLE TYPING. 25c per page,
366:0915,
Per ca,b,
EXQUISITE,
.

REASONABLE
TYPING
C
-- coil 293.4700.
Ditto, mimeo slightly

ex-

TRANSPORTATION VII

’58 TR 3. Good condition. $475, Call
4
os

29)4’

51
:
RIDE NEEDED TO
Tin & Fr.. at
Cupertino area
11
3:30. Call Lynda 1.
NEED RIDE DESPERATELY from Fremont, Newark area. TTh 8:30 class. Will
riny. Cell Sr. 7d7 7646
CHARTER FLIGHT TO NY. X ..Is Dec.

’66 MGB. RED. Black soft top with
torn...Stereo tape player.
:
,ut4.
$22,
’59
aft

MGA. RED, ENGINE just over.
, N..
Lip. $600. Call 867-1115

CARAVELLE, ’59, CONVERTIBLE. $380,
good condition, 4 speed. Call Ree after
5 p.m. at 293-9877.
’64 CHEVY IMPALA convertible. PS,
AT, excellent condition, $1395, call Jim
295-7400.
’60 VW. RUNNING but needs some
work, $500 or offer. Call Jackie at 2973674.
’63 VALIANT. EX, cond, comp. hist.
R&H, 4.door. 6 cyl.. std. trans. $750.
1.4 p.m. 296 9130: 7.9 p.m. 338.3983.
’61 FALCON. TUDOR, stick shift. Only
$225. See at 37 S. 8th #3 or call
78- 719 after 7 p.m.

State

PHONE 295-6911

1445 SOUTH FIRST ST.

WANT A DATE?
CALL SPARTAN DATING service, 297.
4140. 50c fee.

Why Do You
Have A Poor
Memory?

Street

Globe Printing Co.

Free Parking

YOGA
PRACTICE AND CLASSES on Philosophy
& Psychology of MEDITATION. Call 8
a.m. to 10 pro. daily 286-5487.

advertisement I

THE IMPORTED PIPE TOBACCO
ONLY 300 A POUCH

STEAK Si
I
DINNER

bo u 1 IC MI n ute
Delicious Food

INTERESTED IN FLYING?
FOR: A DiNNER DATE, aerial photog-...ation, or scenic rides,
: ;
cr
call Jack Methot MWTh
evenings at 259-3127.

Hall.

move up to

Other quantities and sizes proportionately economical

WHILE YOU WAIT

ANNOUNCEMENTS 01

French Workshop
Students wishing to improve
their French may use the French
Club Workshop, Wednesdays from
3 to 4:30 p.m. in Room 13A of
Building N.
"A t lier Francise"
has been
formed by faculty and students to
help in matters of conjugation,
eons ii’’,’,, (1111! and pronunitut Him

(87/2 x11 One Side, Including Paper)

1 afferhe,

the

A noted publisher in Chicago
reports there is a simple technique for acquiring a powerful
IiierIIor which can pay you real
dividends in both business and
social advancement and uork,
like magic to give you added
poise., necessary self-vonliilinee
and greater popularity.
Aceording to this publisher,
many people do not realize how
an ii e h they could influence
others simply by remembering
accurately everything they see,
hear. or read. Whether in business. at social functions or even
in casual conversations with
new acquaintanees, there are
WA
fl which von Call 1101111113W
each situation hy your ahiliiy
to remember.
To acquaint the readers of
this paper with the easy -to-follow rules for developing skill
in remembering any thing you
choose to remember. the publishers have printed full :loads
g method in
of their self-tra
a new booklet. "Adventures in
Memory.- which will he mailed
free to anybody who requests
. Send your
it. No obligat
name, address, and zip code to:
Memory Studies, 835 Diversey
Pkwy., Dept. 161-810, Chicago.
60614. A postcard will do.

$2"

Spartan Daily Classifieds

in studying abroad
progiam, Tuesday,
Oct. 31, at 10:30 a.m. in Concert

Morris Dailey
Laurel and Hardy

50 COPIES

i

61.41 Place

interested

Tommotow
Spears, 8 p.m.,

AND

goltartrton

Dr. Thomas Lantos, director of
California State International Programs, will speak at a general information meeting for students

’Hilt SI’
l’r %lotus Na. 7::Ul
JC101.
,n.
Tau Delta Phi, 7:30 p.m., If E5.
Speaker, Dr. Stecker of the Bi()logy department.
Alpha Eta Sigma, 7:30 p.m..
Cafeteria,
Dental (ink 7:30 p.m., S’242.
5Irs, M. G. Monti, of U.C. Dental
School will speak.
Co4ter. 7:30 p.m., PER Building.
Experimental College, 7:30 p.m.,1
Collegt Unir In. Existential Psyehology. Gene Lockey.
Experimental College, 7:30 p.m., !
Markham Hall. Radical Right, Kit I
f tory.
0Atils, 3:30 p.m., SD222.
Ithrateres, 6 p.m., JC221. Actives. 7 p.m.

SPECIAL

44-474

The second part a the alliance
for humanity is the deselopment
of backward countries. "The international war On poverty is being
lost," he said. "We need to commit ourselves right 11ElW to an esvala tiun ot the international war
on poverty from our present onehalf per cent GNP for international telations to one per cent of
our total gross national product by
1975."

The first part of this alliance
would involve the substitution of
a strong United Nations for the

through

PRINTING
DUPLICATING

Dr. Gardner, former senior advisor to Aithur Goldberg, Ambassador to the U.N., and worked
with President Kennedy on such
projects as outer space negotiations and birth control diplomacy,
pictured the United Nations as a
point between the isolationism of
the thirties, and the burdensome
weight of international authority
the U.S. is now engaging itself in.

:4ECOND PART

To-

day and Tomorrow."
On the Vietnam issue, Gardner
commented that one of the tragedies of Vietnam is that the other
issues are not getting enough attention.
"The common interests of mankind peace and welfare-should
be the major interests of today,"
lie said. In opposition to the defensive alliances formed around
the world, Dr. Gardner proposed
"In return we would demand an
an alliance for humanity, which
would implement the common in- escalated birth control and food
terests of man all over the world. reform on the part of the underdeveloped countries."
SUBSTITUTION

Spartaguide

*,:vt

The final element of Dr. Gardner’s alliance is the husbandry of
resources. Citing the air, sells and
migratory animals as resources be,
j longing to no nation, he foresees
the U.N. in charge of conservation
of these elements of nature, along
with the scenic history and natural resources whose survival is a
matter of concern for all humanity.

’67

TRIUMPH MOTORCYCLE. L
.00 miles. $1.000. Call 377-5964.
FOR SALE ill

DELUXE PHILLIPS MEN’S 3 speed bike
Used only 3 or 4 times: like new. $92
new: sell for $55. Call 292-3441.
DAVENPORT PLUS 3 living room chairs
$100. Good condition. Call 253.9170,
6’ SOFA & MATCHING chair. Sofa
converts to double bed. Good condition. $45 or offer. 293.7336 after 6
p.m. Provide own moving.
STEREO SYSTEM: DYNA 70, $65. Dyna
FM3, $60. Acoustech IV, $145. 2 JBL
D13I & encl.. $175. Duel 1009, base.
dust cover. shure M55E, $85. 742 S.
11th St.
MUST SELL 21" TV with AM radio. $35:
110 16 weight set, $15. Call 286.2440,
UNDERWOOD PORTABLE TYPEWRITER with case. Good condition. Call 2489623.
Eb KHOLERT SAXOPHONE. Refinished
& overhauled recently. $210. Call Greg
after 6 p.m. 292.1359.
2 STEREO SPEAKERS. Sacrifice both for
$50. I yr. old, for finest system, by
Lahti, in walnut, Call 298.5366.

I
4
Ye,
vaca& ecursion ran tit
:
’ion. Professor
’2;7-1703. 1445
.e for SulTaner
Melwood Drive. SJ
charter program to Europe.

HI& CLA55C5 ARE WELL MANNERED BUT HE 5PEAK5
5OPTLY
CAN HARDLY UNDER..4TANO HI6 LEC1LUZE5."

I

Nel11w.

CLASSIFIED RATES

To buy, sell, rent or
announce anything,
lust fill out and clip
this handy order
blank.

Send to: Spartan Daily
CLASSIFIEDS
1206, San Jose State
College, San lose
Calif. 95114.

Minimum
Three Wes
One day

One day

Three days

Five days

3
4
5
6

1.50
2.00
2. .
100

2.25
2.75
3.25
3.75

2.50
3.00
3.50
4.00

.al

.50

.50

Add this
amount tor
each addl.
bona’ line

Print your ad here:
(Count approximately 33 Letters and Spaces
for Each Line)
Do Not Abbreviate
No refunds possible on canceled ads

CHECK A
CLASSIFICATION
[-]
El
IL1
El
El
D
ID
Cl
o

lines
lines
lines
lines

Announcements (1)
Automotive (2)
For Sale (3)
Help Wanted (4)
Housing (5)
Lost and Found (6)
Personals (7)
Services (8)
Transportation (9)

To Place
an ad:
Call at
Classified Adv.
Office - J206
Monday, Wednesday & Friday
10:30 a.m. to 1 p.m. and
2 p.m. until 3:30 p.m.
Tuesday & Thursday
If a.m. to 12 p.m. and
2 p.m. until 3:30 p.m.
Send

in handy order blank.

Enclose cash
(Please

Print)

Fir

days

Rib

Plans

or

check. Make

check out to Spartan Daily

Address

Name

Classifieds.
Enclosed Is $
Start ad es

Plasm allow 2 days after *Wag let ad to appose.

Phone 294.6414, Ext. 2465
(Date)

